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Concept & aesthetics
Founded in Milan in 2009 by experienced designers, design studio
Fattorini (Bruno Fattorini was in charge at MDF Italia for 12 years) +
Rizzini + Partners creates contemporary pieces for numerous European
and American manufacturers.
They are characterized by a global design approach which takes into
account not only aesthetic considerations but also technical constraints
and market expectations. They have been awarded a number of
international prizes, amongst which the Interior Innovation Award – Best
of the Best – 2012.

and finesse whilst optimising the available space for those sitting at the
table. Space is further optimised by the quarter-turn rotation of each of
the legs, which lends a pleasant, dynamic asymmetry.
Those same people sitting at the table also benefit from a comfortable
width of 100 cm which is particularly generous for an outdoor table.
Offered in 3 shades, all of which are coloured to the core, the ceramic
stoneware in use here offers a surface which is 30 % harder than
granite. Its properties of mechanical, chemical and thermal resistance
are exceptional, thus making it particularly suitable for use on a very
exposed and well-used indoor/outdoor tabletop (sun, storms).

Thanks to its reinforced structure, the Dehors table gives a great
impression of visual lightness despite its generous solid ceramic top.
The brand of minimalism under consideration here is the expression of
creative maturity through the extreme simplicity of perfectly-mastered
forms. Its four legs, discreetly positioned at the corners, bring elegance

Quality of manufacture
Indoor/outdoor dining table with structure comprising a white lacquered
stainless steel base reinforced with nickel-effect anodised aluminium
crosspieces. Top in ceramic stoneware in a choice of 3 colours: white,

Range
Indoor/outdoor dining table – Width 180 Depth 100 Height 75
Indoor/outdoor dining table – Width 240 Depth 100 Height 75
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white marble-effect and metallic anthracite, resistant to scratches, stains
and thermal shocks.

